Abstract: Sea ice drift strongly influences sea ice thickness distribution and indirectly controls air-sea ice-ocean interactions. Estimating sea ice drift over a large range of spatial and temporal scales is therefore needed to characterize the properties of sea ice dynamics and to better understand the ongoing changes of the climate in the polar regions. An efficient algorithm is developed for processing SAR data based on the combination of feature tracking (FT) and pattern matching (PM) techniques. The main advantage of the combination is that the FT rapidly provides the first guess estimate of ice drift in a few unevenly distributed keypoints, and PM accurately provides drift vectors on a regular or irregular grid. Thorough sensitivity analysis of the algorithm is performed, and optimal sets of parameters are suggested for retrieval of sea ice drift on various spatial and temporal scales. The algorithm has rather high accuracy (error is below 300 m) and high speed (the time for one image pair is 1 min), which opens new opportunities for studying sea ice kinematic processes. The ice drift can now be efficiently observed in the Lagrangian coordinate system on an irregular grid and, therefore, used for pointwise evaluation of the models running on unstructured meshes or for assimilation into Lagrangian models.
Introduction
Sea ice drift strongly influences sea ice thickness distribution and, as a consequence, indirectly controls air-sea ice-ocean interactions, e.g., energy fluxes [1] . In both the Arctic and Antarctic, sea ice ends drifting towards lower latitudes, where it finally melts. Sea ice melt represents a significant source of surface fresh water and plays an important role in the dynamics of the World Ocean. Estimating sea ice drift over a large range of spatial and temporal scales is therefore needed to understand and characterize the properties of sea ice dynamics at large, but also to help better understand the ongoing changes of the climate in the polar regions and beyond [2] .
The need for more accurate and high-resolution near-real-time sea ice drift estimates is becoming more crucial than ever before, in particular in the context of the ongoing shrinking of the Arctic sea ice cover [3] . Indeed, as a consequence of the sea ice decline, we observed a positive trend in the volume of marine transport [4] and offshore activities in the Arctic, which are likely to accelerate in light of the predicted expansion of open water [5] . We also note in this context the importance for current or future sea ice models used in forecasting platforms to simulate sea ice drift accurately in order to plan operations in ice-covered waters and reduce the risk of incidents. Fast-changing sea ice brings hazards that are still a challenge to predict with today's available observing and modeling systems [6] . As an example, an exploratory oil drilling in the Chukchi Sea was suddenly halted in summer 2012 when an unpredicted incursion of broken-up ice threatened the safety of personnel and vessels. Such events applicability for retrieval of sea ice drift on various spatial and temporal scales. The main advantage of the combination is that the FT rapidly provides the first guess estimate of ice drift in a few unevenly-distributed keypoints, and PM accurately provides drift vectors on a regular grid. The algorithm is calibrated/validated for processing SAR data primarily from Sentinel-1 satellite. It is supplied with a methodology for sensitivity testing, which can also be applied to find optimal parametrization for processing data from other SAR instruments.
The paper is organized as follows: the section 'Data' briefly describes available satellite and in situ data; the section 'Methodology' provides a description of the ice drift retrieval algorithm, sensitivity tests and the validation approach; the section 'Results' shows the calibration/validation results; the section 'Discussion' highlights the main advantages of the algorithm and focuses on interpretation of the algorithm performance in three use cases.
Data

Sentinel-1A Data
For calibration and validation of the algorithm, 322 Sentinel-1 SAR images were downloaded from the ESA Sentinel Scientific Hub [24] . In our study, we utilized Level-1 (L1) data in Extra Wide Swath mode (EW) from the ground product in medium resolution (GRDM, pixel spacing is 40 m) in cross-polarization (1SDH) [25] . Radiometric calibration was applied to the digital numbers (DN) provided in the TIFF file and calibration look-up-table (A) provided in accompanying metadata XML files in order to compute the normalized radar backscatter cross-section (σ 0 ) in dB [26] :
Values of σ 0 were scaled to the range 0-255 and converted from the 32-bit floating-point to the eight-bit integer data type compliant with the OpenCV library [27, 28] using the following formula:
where σ 0 MAX , σ 0 MI N are minimum and maximum values of σ 0 identified individually for HH and HV polarizations (see Sections 3.3 and 4.1).
The spatial resolution was reduced by down-sampling by two in both directions (pixels size equals 80 × 80 m) using averaging of the nearest pixels in order to reduce speckle noise. Images were used in swath projection and were not collocated on the same grid (reprojected).
The ground control points (GCPs) provided in the accompanying metadata files were used to transform the coordinates of the features identified on the image from the image coordinate system (rows, columns) to the geographic coordinate system (longitude, latitude) and back. Geolocation accuracy of the GCPs was estimated by manual comparison of the position of a reference point (a sharp tip of a small island in Svalbard archipelago) selected on one image to the position of this point on 30 other images acquired within one month. The average difference between positions of the reference point (a proxy for the geolocation accuracy) proved to be 4.9 ± 3.3 pixels (197 ± 135 m).
All preprocessing steps including radiometric calibration, downsampling and geolocation were performed using the Nansat package [29, 30] .
Sea Ice Drifters
During the N-ICE2015expedition, 42 buoys of various types were deployed from helicopter or the research vessel Lance in an ice-covered area north of Svalbard in January-February and April-May 2015 [31, 32] . GPS receivers of the buoys were set to record position every hour (or every three hours on some buoys) with average accuracy of 50 m [33] .
The buoys were deployed in ice pack, but during the drift, the ice concentration was constantly diminishing, and eventually, some of the buoys ended up in open water, where the FT or PM algorithms are not applicable (see the map of buoy position in Figure 1 ). Eight hundred seventy seven buoy positions were selected as "valid" for our analysis only if a buoy was positioned on the ice (sea ice concentration from Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF) [34] must be above 85%), and the difference in time between satellite image acquisition and buoy GPS reading must be less that one hour. Valid match-ups were randomly split into two equal parts: one part was used for sensitivity tests (see Section 3.3), another part for independent validation (see Section 3.2). Buoy coordinates in the spherical coordinate system (longitude, latitude) were converted into the Cartesian coordinate system of a matching SAR image (rows, columns) utilizing the georeference information from the corresponding GCPs using Nansat [29] . 
Methodology
Combination of Feature Tracking and Pattern Matching
The proposed algorithm is based on subsequent application of the feature tracking [35] and pattern matching [36] techniques (flowchart shown in Figure 2 ). At the first step, FT is applied to a pair of Sentinel-1 SAR images covering the same area, but at a given time interval δT. The detailed description of the FT method is provided in [18] , and here, we discuss only the steps important for understanding of the combined algorithm.
FT automatically identifies keypoints (distinct features) on the images and describes each keypoint with a vector of 256 binary descriptors [35] . The keypoints are matched using the brute-force matching (all keypoints on one image are compared to all keypoints on another image) and the Hamming distance (number of the descriptors in the vector with different values). For each keypoint on the first image, a ratio between the smallest and the second smallest Hamming distance to keypoints on the second image is computed. If the ratio is below a threshold (L T ), the keypoints with the smallest Hamming distance are considered as matched.
As a result, FT provides the location of matched features characterized by pixel/line coordinates on the first image (x 1 , y 1 ) and corresponding coordinates on the second image (x 2 , y 2 ). Two filters are applied to identify rogue vectors: First, vectors where ice drift exceeds a threshold F 1 m/s are omitted as incorrect. Second, in order to remove inconsistent drift vectors, the values of x 1 and y 1 are approximated using the second order polynomial functions of x 2 and y 2 computed by the least squares method (Equation (3)). The approximated coordinates are compared with the actual ones, and the vectors that have a start position further than threshold F 2 km away from the simulated point are discarded.
Although FT is very fast, the generated vectors are heterogeneously distributed in space. Note that in this form, this set of drift vectors cannot be used further for studying, e.g., sea ice deformation, as it is a scale-dependent dynamical process. Therefore, the ice drift is to be further estimated on a regular grid with a given resolution. At the second step (see Figure 2 ), the FT results are approximated at the regular grid or, generally speaking, in any point inside the overlap between the two SAR images. The approximation by a linear interpolation [37] is performed in the geographic space between the matched keypoints ( Figure 3 , blue dots from Image 1 and green dots from Image 2). In the surrounding area, the approximation is performed using N-th-order polynomial:
where x * 2 , y * 2 are the extrapolated coordinates of point from Image 2, A i,j and B i,j are polynomial coefficients derived using the least squares methods applied to all valid FT results and N is order of the polynomial discussed in Section 4.1. By definition, the approximation of the ice drift is inaccurate. The distance to the nearest keypoint ( Figure 3 , distance Z) may serve as a measure of the approximation uncertainty ( Figure 3 , distance D). The established approximation can now be used for estimating coordinates X * 2 , Y * 2 of the first guess point in Image 2 ( Figure 3 , green triangle) based on the coordinates X 1 , Y 1 of any points of interest (POI) on Image 1 ( Figure 3 , blue triangle). Hereafter, block letters are used to denote sets of coordinates (e.g., x 1 , y 1 denote coordinates of all output vectors from FT); capital letters are used to denote a single value (e.g., X 1 , Y 1 denote coordinates of a point on the example image). Figure 4B ). For each rotation, cross-correlation matrix r is calculated between the rotated template t ROT and s ( Figure 4D) . Hereafter, the size of the cross-correlation matrix D = S − T is referred to as a searching range. The rotation that provides maximum cross-correlation is recorded. The position (∆X 2 , ∆Y 2 ) of the cross-correlation maximum r MAX is found in the cross-correlation matrix r [36] . The result coordinates of ice drift on Image 2 are estimated as
(blue triangle in Figure 4C ). Ice drift components U and Vare found by converting X 1 , Y 1 and X 2 , Y 2 into geographic coordinates and calculating corresponding eastward and northward displacement. If the cross-correlation maximum r MAX is below a predefined threshold r MI N , the derived drift vector is discarded as unreliable. The output of the combined algorithm consists of four values: u, ice drift eastward component; v, ice drift westward component; r MAX maximum normalized cross-correlation; α, angle of ice rotation. We note that the following parameters of the algorithm are affecting its accuracy, effective resolution and speed: T size of the template; D, searching range; β, range of rotation; ∆β, rotation step; N, order of the first guess polynomial; r MI N , minimum required cross-correlation; F 1 and F 2 , thresholds for rogue vector filters of the FT algorithm (see the beginning of the section). 
Comparison with Sea Ice Drifters' Data
Calibration and validation of the combined algorithm was performed using the ice drifting buoys (Section 3.2). Image pairs overlapping in time and space with the position of the buoys were found using the Nansen-Cloud software [38] . A validation match-up consisted of two ice drift vectors: an in situ drift vector has been calculated as the difference between the starting and ending positions of the buoy closest to the image's acquisition time. A satellite drift vector has been calculated as the difference between the starting position of the corresponding buoy and ending position derived with the combined FT-PM algorithm. The retrieval error Ewas calculated as the distance between the derived end position on the second image and the buoy GPS position using the following equation: Under the assumption that the template centered at the initial buoy position should exactly match the subimage centered at the next buoy position, we first have tested the accuracy of collocation of buoys and SAR image pattern in the following way. The PM method was initiated from the buoys' position (blue triangle in Figure 4A , green triangle in Figure 4C ) and the displacement between the actual position of the cross-correlation maximum (blue triangle in Figure 4C ) and the buoy position was calculated using Equation (4) . The dependence of the PM error E and number of match-ups N on the maximum correlation R was studied.
For the validation of the combined algorithm, the template was also centered at the initial buoy position. The subimage center and searching range D were set based on the approximated first guess from the FT algorithm. The X and Y components of the combined algorithm error (
2 ), as well as the total error E were studied.
Sensitivity Tests
The effect of various parameters on the accuracy and speed of the algorithm was analyzed in three sensitivity tests. The second test aiming at studying the approximation accuracy (using linear or polynomial interpolation) of the first guess was run for all pairs of Sentinel-1A images. For each pair, the FT algorithm was used to identify 100,000 keypoints, to match the keypoints and filter rogue vectors (Section 3.1). The remaining matched keypoints were randomly split into two equal subsets: the 'training' subset was used for gridding of the first guess, and the 'testing' subset for validation. Gridding was performed using either only 200, or 1000, or 2000 keypoints and using either the first order polynomial, or the second order polynomial, or the linear interpolation on a triangulated grid. The gridded x 2 and y 2 coordinates were compared with the coordinates of the keypoints from the testing subset. The gridding error was calculated using Equation (4) , and the distance to the nearest keypoint Zwas recorded. The error E was averaged for each combinations of number of keypoints within realistic ranges of Z ∈ [0, 20] km.
The third test aimed at studying how the accuracy of the PM method depends on the template size T, searching range D and the distance to the nearest keypoint Z. For each match-up, a template with size T ∈ {20, 40, 80} pixels was centered at the buoy initial position. All available matched keypoints were used for gridding. If the initial buoy position was between the matched keypoints, the gridding was performed using linear interpolation, otherwise using the second order polynomial. The PM algorithm was applied with searching range D ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40, 80}. The combined algorithm error E was calculated using Equation (4) , and the nearest keypoint distance Z was recorder. The error E was averaged for each combination of D and T and for four realistic ranges of Z: 0 ≤ Z < 5 km, 5 ≤ Z < 10 km, 10 ≤ Z < 20 km, 20 ≤ Z < 40 km.
The processing speed of the combined algorithm was tested on a personal computer with a 2.7-GHz processor clock frequency utilizing only a single CPU core with 4 GB RAM. FT was tested on one image pair with 80% overlap with detection and matching of 5000, 10,000, 50,000, 100.,000 and 200,000 initial keypoints. Generation of the first guess was tested with 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10,000 of matched keypoints. PM was tested with template size T ∈ {20, 40, 80} and searching range D ∈ {10, 20, 40, 80}.
Results
Sensitivity of the Algorithm
The first sensitivity test (Section 3.3) showed that values of σ 0 follow the normal distribution ( Figure 5 ) with a peak at −16 dB for HH and −26 dB for HV polarizations. Typical ranges (95% of all values) are σ 0HH ∈ [ −27, −2] dB, σ 0HV ∈ [ −34, −16] dB. The number of matched features is maximum ( Figure 6 ) when σ 0HH is scaled within [ −18, −8] dB and σ 0HV is scaled within [ −28, −14] dB. The number of features matched on the HV channel is almost ten-times higher than on HH.
The value of the Lowe ratio test L T significantly affects the number of matched and the ratio of rejected keypoints. With L T increasing from 0.6-0.75, the average number of matched keypoints linearly increases from 1700 ± 2000-4000 ± 4000 points for one scene, while the average ratio of rejected keypoints decreases from 0.97 ± 0.12, to 0.96 ± 0.15, to 0.94 ± 0.2, to 0.85 ± 0.25. The second sensitivity tests (Section 3.3) showed that in the case of polynomial interpolation, the error E grows with an increasing distance from the nearest keypoint Z (Figure 7 ). The first order polynomial expectedly provides the worst results: the minimum achievable error is 500 m; it rapidly grows with distance, and when distance exceeds 5 km, the error exceeds 1 km. The second order polynomial provides more accurate estimates: the error reaches 1 km only when the distance is up to 10 km. Linear interpolation provides the highest accuracy: the error of 500 m is not reached even at the distance of 15 km from the nearest point. The number of matched keypoints does not affect the results significantly (not shown in the figure) .
The third sensitivity test showed how significant was the role played by all of the three studied parameters taken together (template size T, searching range D and distance to the nearest keypoint Z) in the combined algorithm accuracy. For the HH channel (Figure 8 ), the template must be larger than 20 pixels, otherwise the error starts to grow rapidly if the searching range is too large (D > 40). With a large enough template (T > 20) and dense keypoints (Z < 10 km), high retrieval accuracy (E < 400 m) is obtained for any searching range above 10 pix. With a medium density of keypoints (10 < Z < 20 km), high accuracy is only obtained if the searching range is large (D> 40), while with sparse keypoints (Z > 20 km), the retrieval of sea ice drift from the HH channel is just not possible (E > 6 km).
The HV channel ( Figure 9 ) seems more favorable for high resolution sea ice drift retrieval. With relatively high density of matched keypoints (Z < 10 km), the high accuracy (E < 300) is obtained even if the template is rather small (T = 20) and the searching range is small (D > 20) . If the keypoints are sparser (10 < Z < 20 km), medium error (500 m) is obtained only if the searching range is large (D > 40). When the distance to the keypoint is too large (Z > 20 km), the algorithm fails (E > 7 km). 
Efficiency of the Combined Algorithm
The speed benchmarks showed that the time required for FT is proportional to the square of the initial number of keypoints and may vary from 3-800 s (Table 1) . Very little time (<3 s) is required for building the first guess. The time required for PM of one template is negligible and is proportional to the square of template size T and to the searching range D (Table 2) . Validation of the algorithm was performed on an independent subsample of match-ups with the set of the parameters designed for the highest possible accuracy (Table 3) , but without considering any efficiency constraints. As shown in Figure 10 , the combined algorithm is capable of deriving sea ice drift with high accuracy (r = 0.99, E = 286 ± 3 m) for a wide range of displacement magnitude (up to 300 km). The retrieved drift is negligibly biased (−39 and 71 m in X-and Y-directions), and the error is log-normal distributed. Table 3 . Values of the algorithm parameters used for validation.
Parameter Value
Initial number of keypoints 100,000 Figure 10 . Results of validation on independent match-ups (not used in sensitivity tests).
Upper scatterplots compare the X-component (left) and Y-component (right) of ice drift detected by in situ buoys (X) with drift derived by the combined algorithm (Y); r stands for correlation. The lower left scatterplot compares the X-and Y-components of difference between in situ and the combined algorithm drift; µ indicates the mean and σ the standard deviation. The histogram on the lower right shows the probability distribution of the retrieval error E (log-scale); N indicates the number of match-ups; µ the mean error (meters); σ the standard deviation (meters).
Discussion
One of the major advantages of FT and PM techniques' combination is the ability to retrieve the sea ice drift vector in any point of interest at very high speed. The algorithm's agility is due to several reasons: time-consuming spatial collocation (reprojection) of two SAR images is not needed; FT is very fast by nature; the first guess estimate from the FT results is computed only once for the entire image; the first guess helps to restrict time-consuming PM. The quickness of the algorithm opens new opportunities for studying sea ice kinematic processes. The ice drift can now be derived not only on the traditional regular grid, but also on an irregular grid used by the models with the elasto-brittle rheology [9, 10] . The classical Eulerian observations of ice drift can now be replaced by Lagrangian observations, when the location of a virtual ice drifter (or a set of drifters) evolves in time, so that the starting position of an ice drift vector changes at every step.
Several parameters affect the efficiency of the algorithm. Increasing the initial number of keypoints will decrease the FT speed, but will also create a denser field of matched keypoints, providing higher accuracy of the first guess, and allow higher resolution sea ice drift retrieval. Increasing the size of template T will decrease PM speed, but increase the robustness of the algorithm. Increasing the searching range D compensates for the low accuracy of the first guess (e.g., due to low number of initial keypoints), but also decreases speed. The actual requirements for accuracy and spatial resolution of the eventual sea ice drift product define the optimal parametrization of the algorithm. An optimum is achieved when the requirements are met within the least time possible. The optimal values of these parameters are summarized in the Table 4 for three example use cases presented below.
In the first use case, a pan-Arctic daily sea ice drift product is retrieved at a fixed grid with a spatial resolution of 6.5 km. Independent ice drift vectors at the given resolution can be generated if the template size is 80 × 80 pixels. At least 250 matched keypoint have to be identified on a 5000 × 5000 pixels image, so that the average distance between keypoints does not exceed 100 pixels (8 km) . Given that on average, only 10% of found keypoints are successfully matched and points may be distributed unevenly, the FT should be initialized with at least 10,000 points. A searching range of 40 pixels will provide the required accuracy of 500 m. In such a scenario for an average sea ice area of 15 × 10 6 km 2 , we will need around 350,000 vectors from approximately 100 Sentinel-1 pairs. Excluding reading of data, just the computation of ice drift will require ca. 40 min.
In the second use case, a regional daily sea ice drift product covering 700,000 km 2 (e.g., the Kara Sea) is generated at a 2-km spatial resolution with the required accuracy of 300 m. These requirements are met if at least 50,000 keypoints are initialized, the template size is 25 pix and the searching range is as large as 80 pixels. Retrieval of 175,000 vectors from four scenes will require ca. 7 min.
In the third use case, a virtual drifter is released in the Arctic, and its position is tracked from one SAR image to another one for 10 days in a row. To assure the best possible accuracy of the first guess, the FT is initialized with 100,000 keypoints, and a template of 40 pixels is matched within a 100-pix distance. That may provide accuracy of 300 m and will require 30 min. It was previously reported [39] that the maximum value of cross-correlation r MAX alone cannot be effectively used for assessing the uncertainty of PM algorithm. However, our comparison clearly shows (Figure 11 ) that the retrieval error E is decreasing from 1750 m-250 m with the correlation r MAX increasing from 0.15-0.95 both for HH and HV channels. That allowed us to introduce a parameter r MI N for the removal of rogue vectors with too low MCC. This parameter affects the number of retrieved drift vectors, and value of 0.3 seems to be optimal for keeping most of the vectors (85% for HH and 95% for HV) with the highest accuracy (E < 500 m). If r MI N is reduced, an additional rogue-vector detection procedure needs to be applied [40] . These results also confirm that the HV channel is more appropriate to use for sea ice drift estimation.
Calculation of MCC with several rotations of the template clearly reduces speed, but allows, first, to improve the robustness of retrieval (the correlation r MAX is increased) and, second, identify consistent rotation of solid ice parcels (single ice floes or aggregates of many floes). An example map of combined sea ice drift and rotation ( Figure 12 ) demonstrates how vectors with similar rotation are grouped together. In this example, rotation was applied in the range from +20 • -−20 • with a 3 • step. That decreased speed by seven-times, but on average increased r MAX by 15%. Specific values of these parameters depend strongly on the geographic region and ice dynamics. As can be seen in Figure 12 , some rogue vectors still remain, and the next step of algorithm improvement could be to implement a better uncertainty estimate than using the r-value alone. Peakedness/flatness of the cross-correlation function, estimated as the second order spatial derivative at the position of the identified maximum, may serve as a good candidate for that purpose [39] . Other improvements required in the future may include the following: rogue vector detection based on deformation [41] ; proper filtering of small-scale drift anomalies that can be seen as spurious noise when computing the first order spatial derivative of the sea ice velocity field, i.e., sea ice deformation; different approximation of the first guess based on FT results that takes into account small-scale variations; improvement of the search for the highest MCC in 3D space (X,Y,rotation) using multivariate optimization technique.
Conclusions
A new algorithm based on the combination of feature tracking and pattern matching techniques has been developed for efficient retrieval of sea ice drift from SAR data. The algorithm has rather high accuracy (E < 300 m) and high speed (the time for one image is ca. 1 min). It outperforms the FT algorithm applied alone (the FT error is 563 m [18] ) or together with interpolation (the FT interpolation error is up to 1500 m) and provides ice drift vectors on a predefined grid. Sources of the observed error include satellite image geolocation uncertainty, error in buoy GPS position and error of the PM algorithm per se.
The algorithm is calibrated/validated using 877 match-ups of satellite drift observations with ice drifter buoys in the Fram Strait where various ice types are present, including first-year ice, multi-year ice and fast ice. Optimal values of the algorithm parameters for retrieval of sea ice drift on various spatial and temporal scales are based on thorough sensitivity analysis. The algorithm application is illustrated on retrieval of sea ice drift and rotation from a pair of Sentinel-1A SAR images in March 2016. The provided methodology for testing the sensitivity of the algorithm parameters and choosing the optimal values can be applied to SAR data with other frequencies, polarizations and resolutions.
The algorithm is an open source Python code SeaIceDrift-0.3 available at GitHub [42] . The code is accompanied by an easy-to-understand example and unit tests and is integrated with the Travis-CI [43] and Coveralls [44] platforms.
